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Sugar Daddies Bakery 
  
Many of Sugar Daddies items are 100% gluten-free, grain-free, vegan, paleo, and naturally sweetened with low-
glycemic sweeteners. Their keto-friendly collection of treats are sure to satisfy.   
 

Sugar Daddies Bakery and PenguinPickUp Receiving Process 
 

o Sugar Daddies Bakery will be emailing info@penguinpickup.com in advance with order details.  
o Once we receive the email with the customer details, they will need to be added into the system manually 

by PenguinPickUp associates.  
o They will be distributing out of our Crossroads PenguinPickUp as well as delivering themselves. This will 

depend on the PenguinPickUp location. 
o Packages require refrigeration. 

 
The below label will be attached to all Sugar Daddies Bakery orders. They will specify the customer name, email, 

which location they are going to and that they require refrigeration. 
 

 
You will receive the package(s) into our PenguinPickUp system as seen below: 

 

Receive the customer’s Sugar 

Daddies Bakery order by 

searching them in the system 

using their PPU I.D, First or Last 

name 

mailto:info@penguinpickup.com
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Upload Image 

by taking a 

picture of the 

label 

The orders can be received the 

following two ways. 1. If the 

order is dropped off by our 

Penguin Fresh driver, it is zone 

2. If they deliver themselves 

(Which will depend of the PPU 

location) it will be zone 1. 

Shipping Company: Penguin Fresh 

Retailer: Sugar Daddies Bakery 

Quantity: Number of Packages 

Zone: 2 

Shipping Company: Other 

Retailer: Sugar Daddies Bakery 

Quantity: Number of Packages 

Zone: 1 

#1. 

#2. 
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How-to Pick-up a Sugar Daddies Bakery Package from Customer PenguinPickUp Account 

 

 

Search the customer in the 

system using their PPU I.D 

and select the following 

package for pickup 

Verity that the customers government 

issued I.D matches the customer details 

in their PenguinPickUp account & 

select deliver  

Have the customer sign off 

on their order 


